Sunmary
In view of new modes of operation of the SPS, the old superheterodyne receivers designed for the closed orbit measurements of fixed target beams are being replaced by homodyne 200 For the measurement of the intensity of single bunches, a lower frequency must be adopted for the homodyne receivers in order to get a constant sum signal for varying bunch lengths. In order to observe the RF-capture losses at injection and during acceleration, the bunch intensities are now measured by two 20 MHz homodyne receivers which provide a precision of 1% during injection and acceleration.
Since 1981 the intensity and lifetime of all individual p and pbar bunches are measured by two 50 MHz receivers, which are insensitive to those fractions of beam spilled out of the master bucket into the two adjacent buckets. The adjacent bunches are rejected by the synchronous detector because of their phase error of 90°at 50 MHz with respect to the master bunch.
For the intensity measurements two directional couplers BPNB (Fig.l) zero offsets of the sum and difference channel of the receiver can be calibrated by the beam signal directly. In the calibration mode, the coaxial switches disconnect the RF--signal A in order to measure the zero offset of the receiver and data acquisition system. Then the RF--signal E/2 is connected also to the difference channel, and the ratio A/E gives the calibration factor of the relative gains. Due to this calibration facility of the receiver and data acquisition by the beam itself, the position of the beam is measured with an accuracy of 0.5% f.s. ± 4% rel. . The centre precision of 0.5% full scale is determined by the hybrid rings.
The sum and difference channels of the receiver comprise each a programmable RF-amplifier 0-70 dB (Fig.2) 
